OFFER INQUIRY
08.11.2013
According to realization of the project: "Implementation of inventions in order to initiate
production of innovative heat exchangers in the AIC", co-financed by the European
Union and the Polish budget under Measure No. 4.6 of the Operational Programme
Innovative Economy, the company AIC S.A. announces a call for tenders for the supply
of:

Laser generator – 1 set

1. Purchaser
AIC S A
Rdestowa 41
81-577 Gdynia
Poland
2. Subject of inquiry
Laser generator with equipment means as device ready to use according with
specification:
Description
Value or quantity
Method of beam generation
Diode pumped laser: solid state or
fiber
Output power
4000 [W]
Number of beam ways
4 [pcs]
Processing fiber 30 m, way LCA, Fiber 4 [pcs]
core diameter 200µm
Chiller
1 [pcs]
Communication by Profibus
1 [pcs]
Beam quality (or better)
8 [mm•rad]
CE declaration
Pertain to all elements
Method of beam generation
Diode pumped laser: solid state or
fiber
Output power
6000 [W]
Number of beam ways
4 [pcs]
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Processing fiber 30 m, way LCA, Fiber 4 [pcs]
core diameter 200µm
Chiller
1 [pcs]
Communication by Profibus
1 [pcs]
Beam quality (or better)
8 [mm•rad]
CE declaration
Pertain to all elements

3. Offer criteria
The contract will be awarded to the tenderer offering the lowest net price.

4. Offer prepare.
The complete offer should contain:
1) the name and address of the bidder,
2) the date of issue,
3) the net total and gross total prices,
4) the validity of the offer,
5) the terms of payment,
6) the maximum delivery time,
7) the contact details of the person(s) at the bidder responsible for the offer submitted.
The offer should be valid for at least 2 months (offer must be valid on the date of the
contract, which provides for the month November 2013)

5. Term of the contract
The contract realization is expected no later than 31.01.2014.

6. Terms of payment
The payment will be done by transfer, to the bank account of the Seller.

7. Offer guidelines and deadline of the Contract.
The deadline for submitting the offers: 22.11.2013
1) by e-mail to: dgaluhn@myaic.com
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2) by fax: 0048 58 785 61 60
3) in person or by post to the address: AIC S.A., ul. Rdestowa 41, PL 81-577 Gdynia,
Poland

AIC SA also reserves the right to cancel this invitation for indications and
withdraw from negotiations without giving any reason.
For any further questions please don’t hesitate to contact:
• Daniel Galuhn tel. +48 668 839 059 dgaluhn@myaic.com
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